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Atticus Ron Hansen
???????????,??????——?????????????????????????——???????????????.
A cunning little girl named Drizzle rescues her town from the bedlam created by the mysterious Shadowmaker, a wizard
who makes new shadows for people.
In response to the escalating need for up-to-date information on writers, Contemporary Authors® New Revision Series
brings researchers the most recent data on the world's most-popular authors. These exciting and unique author profiles
are essential to your holdings because sketches are entirely revised and up-to-date, and completely replace the original
Contemporary Authors® entries. For your convenience, a soft-cover cumulative index is sent biannually.
This resource enables biblical studies instructors to facilitate engaging classroom experiences by drawing on the arts and
popular culture. It offers brief overviews of hundreds of easily accessible examples of art, film, literature, music, and other
media and outlines strategies for incorporating them effectively and concisely in the classroom. Although designed
primarily for college and seminary courses on the Bible, the ideas can easily be adapted for classes such as “Theology
and Literature” or “Religion and Art” as well as for nonacademic settings. This compilation is an invaluable resource for
anyone who teaches the Bible.
"An exciting new anthology of short fiction chosen by thirty-five of this country's most distinguished and popular fiction
writers, You've Got to Read This offers readers an unusually intimate glimpse into how accomplished writers experience
literature." "Here are stories that inspired today's leading novelists and short-story writers to embark on their own writing
careers, stories that took their breath away and changed them, or the way they responded to literature, forever. Oscar
Hijuelos confesses his debt to the great Argentine writer Jorge Luis Borges, whose brilliant story "The Aleph" inspired him
to become a writer himself. Mary Gordon stands in awe of what James Joyce wrought in "The Dead," and wonders how
writers who come after him can equal it. Robert Coover writes movingly of Angela Carter and her mysterious story
"Reflections," while Kenneth A. McClane says that "Sonny's Blues" by James Baldwin literally saved his life." "Some of
the stories presented here are classics, like Anton Chekhov's "Gooseberries," introduced by Eudora Welty, or Flannery
O'Connor's "A Good Man Is Hard to Find," selected by Sue Miller. Some are less well known, like Lars Gustafsson's
"Greatness Strikes Where It Pleases," introduced by Charles Baxter, or John Updike's "Packed Dirt, Churchgoing, a
Dying Cat, a Traded Car," whose beauty stunned Lorrie Moore." "All were critically important to some of our finest
contemporary writers - among them Annie Dillard, John Irving, Amy Tan, Louise Erdrich, Russell Banks, Jane Smiley,
Bobbie Ann Mason, Tobias Wolff - and their comments about the selections offer fascinating entrances into the stories.
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For lovers of fiction, You've Got to Read This is a treasure trove, a dazzling collection of stories passionately and
imaginatively chosen."--BOOK JACKET.Title Summary field provided by Blackwell North America, Inc. All Rights
Reserved
Thirty inspirational writings from a variety of authors delve into the feelings that winter conjures in us, calling up both the
barrenness and beauty of the natural world in wintertime, and helping readers express and understand their own
personal reaction to the season, showing them the way from the cold of winter to the warmth of the human soul.
??????????????????? ??????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????? ?????????????????????
??????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????? ??1978?????2011?????????30??????
??????????????????? ?????????????????????? ?????????????????????????? ??????????????????? ???????????????
??????????????? ????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????
???????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????…… ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???? ????????? ????????????????? ???????????????????? ???? ??????????? ??? ????? ??? ???????????? ??? ????
???? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????? ??? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???Susan Cheever?
????????????????????????????????……??????????????????????????????????????? ????Phillip Lopate?
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????Jamie Quatro?
????????????????……?????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????……???????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????……?????????????????????????????????????Booklist???
Just as all organisms are governed by biological laws, human beings also have an ingrained moral compass--laws that direct their behavior in
a certain way. According to Catholic Tradition, the virtues operate as central principles behind our notion of moral goodness. Here is a unique
and insightful book that examines the virtues and offers them as a blueprint that demonstrates how to embrace the seven key virtues as
pillars of behavior and belief. Author Mitch Finley delves into the theological virtues of faith, hope, and love, and the cardinal virtues of
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prudence, justice, fortitude, and temperance. He shows you how these traits are no mere abstractions; they reflect an understanding of
human nature with its capacity for both good and evil. Bolstered by contemporary applications and real-life examples, The Catholic Virtues
shows how the seven virtues are interconnected and are, quite simply, the keys to becoming more Christlike.
Set in an upstate New York convent in 1906, this novel depicts the drama of a seventeen-year-old postulant who discovers unexplainable
wounds on her body that many believe are of miraculous origin
Rediscover the golden age of the Western with this collection of four unforgettable novels of honor, adventure, and violence set against the
magnificent landscapes of the American frontier The heroic exploits and violent struggles of the Old West come alive once more through this
one-of-a-kind collection of four thrilling novels. Edited by Ron Hansen, this deluxe hardcover edition shows that the 1940s and 1950s was a
golden age for the Western novel. In the Pulitzer Prize-winning The Ox-Bow Incident, Walter van Tilburg Clark explores the thin line between
civilization and barbarism through the story of a lynch mob that targets three innocent men, exposing a dark authoritarian impulse at work the
American frontier. Set in Wyoming in 1889, a time when ranchers and cattle companies waged war with each other, Jack Schaefer's iconic
Shane deploys many of the genre's most essential elements, brilliantly filtered through a boy's perceptions. Alan Le May's The Searchers, the
basis for John Ford's cinematic masterpiece starring John Wayne, follows the dogged quest of two men to rescue a young girl taken prisoner
by Comanche warriors. And Oakley Hall's Warlock, a novel that anticipates the later books of Cormac McCarthy and Larry McMurtry, casts
the battle for control of a southwestern outpost as a bloody saga pitting a marauding gang of cowboys and rustlers against the town's
defenders, led by the legendary gunslinger Clay Blaisedell. All four novels were memorably adapted for the screen, and their gripping
stories--told with brisk narrative energy, psychological depth, and laconic humor--have contributed unforgettably to the Western's enduring
legacy in American culture.
Describes the disturbing relationship between Adolf Hitler and his niece Geli Raubal, whose affair with Hitler ended in her untimely and
unexplained death at the age of twenty-three.
????????????????????????? ????????????? ???????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???? ???????John Williams
1922?1994? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????1954??????????????????1985??????????????????????????????????????????????????????1960????????1965???
??????1972?????????1973??????????? ???? ??? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????2006?2012??????????????????
????????????????1917?1937???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????? ?????????? ??????????? ????????????????????????????? ?????? ????? ???? ????????? ???????????
???????????????????? ??????????14???? ????????????????????64? ????????????????? ???????????????????????
?????????????????????????? ???????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????……
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?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????20?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????
???????????????? ??????????????? ???????????????? ?????????????? ?????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????? ?????????????? ?????????? ???????????????????? ?????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????? ??????
?????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????? ???????????????? ?????????????????????
???????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????
????????????????????????????? ?????????……?????????????????????……??????????????????????????????
????……????????????????????????????????????????????……?????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????……?????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????……??????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????……????????????????????????? ????????????????????……???????????????? ??????……??
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????……?????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????……??????????????????????????
????????????????????……?????????????????????????????????????? ????? ???????????? ??????????????
Once again, acclaimed novelist Ron Hansen demonstrates his masterful versatility as a writer, with Isn't It Romantic?, a screwball comedy in
the tradition of filmmaker Preston Sturges. In this charming entertainment, mistaken identities, botched schemes, and hilarious
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misunderstandings all play a part as Parisian sophistication collides with the affability and simple pleasures of the Great Plains. Touring
America was Natalie's idea. But she had not planned on being accompanied on a cross-country bus by her playboy fiancé, Pierre. Nor had
they anticipated being stranded in Seldom, Nebraska, population 395. But that is exactly what happens to this French couple, and they
quickly find themselves being taken in by the obliging citizens of Seldom: Natalie by Mrs. Christiansen, a retired high school teacher who runs
a rooming house for women, and Pierre by Owen, a gas station owner and ambitious winemaker in an unlikely part of the world. And here
also, the separated couple become enchanted by the locals. Natalie is soon being wooed by Dick Tupper, a handsome and honest rancher
with a rambling farmhouse and lots of wide open space. Pierre falls quickly for Iona, a beautiful, no-nonsense waitress in the local diner. Soon
everyone is hatching plots to get what they want: Owen needs help from Pierre's world-class wine business if he is ever going to sell his
Nebraska vintage; Pierre wants Iona; Natalie thinks she wants Dick Tupper, but maybe it's Dick who wants Iona, and Natalie who wants
Pierre? The fun and surprises are many in this playful romance.

An anthology of stories reflecting more than twenty years of writing explores a diverse range of topics, from Oscar Wilde
and murder to dementia and romance.
The Journey Continues: Ministry Facing Challenge and Change will travel though the mountain and plains states. The
quest for meaning that began in Journey to God will be expanded through the challenges and changes of raising a family,
facing the ever changing expectations of ministers, church, and faith in God. Our young family is now a family with
teenagers, driver licenses, cars, and dating. The one-salaried family becomes a two-salaried family with positive and
negative reactions. Maintaining a Christian presence in the face of negative comments and ridicule is part of the
experience of serving God in our world. During the doctoral program, some role reversal takes place as teenagers ask
dad to see his report card along with, "Have you done your homework yet?" The teens and dad take over cooking duties
as Mom's work schedule changes. A new experience of "burnt offerings" at the dinner table becomes frequent. The
ministry will face questions that challenge the role of ministers, campus ministers, and chaplains in the face of a fast
growing improvement in health care, technological advances in communication, information, and office equipment. The
computer age opens the doors to the inexperienced to enter the job market ahead of or replacing of older, experienced
workers. As change continues, values are modified or set aside. The bottom line and compliance issues take the place of
hard work and customer service. The idea of being kind to others changes to a "get yours before they get theirs" attitude.
Attempting to serve when the church was moved from the mainstream to the sidelines is part of the challenge change
brings. Having to prove something that once was taken for granted is part of regaining an awareness of the value of the
Christian Faith.
In Hotly in Pursuit of the Real, the beloved bestselling novelist Ron Hansen opens the doors of his writing studio to share
with us his passions for history, scandal, theology, Jesuits, the American West, and golf (which he plays even in bad
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weather). If Hansen's novels explore people very different from himself--from a stigmatic nun to a Victorian poet to Billy
the Kid, and even Hitler's niece--the meditations in this book do the opposite, allowing us to glimpse the wellsprings of his
imagination, the places and traditions and books that drive him to create made-up worlds. In that sense, the reflections in
these pages truly serve as "notes toward a memoir." As each section unfolds, we gain a clearer sense of Hansen's
aesthetic, the parallels he sees between writing and the sacraments, between literature's capacity to make history
present to us and the Church's rich array of traditions, including the Jesuit charism that has inspired great writers, such
as Gerard Manley Hopkins (and himself). Equally adept at telling a hilarious anecdote and guiding us through a complex,
ambiguous episode in history, Hansen's language remains fresh and invigorating. Hotly in Pursuit of the Real takes you
inside one writer's imagination, only to send you back out into the wide world with new eyes.
In December 1875 the steamship Deutschland left Bremen, Germany, bound for America. On board were five nuns,
exiled by a ban on religious orders, bound to begin their lives anew in Missouri. Their journey would end when the
Deutschland ran aground at the mouth of the Thames and all five drowned. Ron Hansen tells their harrowing story, but
also that of the poet and seminarian Gerard Manly Hopkins, and how the shipwreck moved him to write a grand poem, a
revelatory work read throughout the world today. Combining a thrilling tragedy at sea, with the seeming shipwreck of
Hopkins's own life, "Hansen brilliantly, if soberly, weaves two interrelated story lines into a riveting novel" (Booklist on
Exiles).
The story of a notorious shipwreck that had prompted Gerard Manley Hopkins to break years of silence with an
outpouring of dazzling poetry.
Provides biographies of American and British authors of Christian themed works from World War II until the present day.
????????????????????????x ???????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???Pegasus????????????????????????????????????????????????(David Morrell)????????(Thomas Pluck)?S J ??(S. J.
Rozan)???????(Sarah Weinman)?????????????????????Rene Magritte??????????Clyfford
Still??????????Balthus???????????????????????????????????? ????? ??????(Jill D. Block) ????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????(????????????????????????????????)?
?Remember All the Safety Rules???????(Art Frahm)?????(1907~1981)? ?????????? ????(Lee Child) ?????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????Aton Villa
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??????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??www.LeeChild.com ??????? ?Bouquet of Chrysanthemums????(Auguste Renoir)????????(1841~1919) ? ????????
?????????(Nicholas Christopher)
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?Girl with a
Fan???(Paul Gauguin)????????(1848~1903)? ????? ??????(Michael Connelly) ????????????????????? ??(Hieronymus
Bosch? ???????)????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????(????????????????????????
?????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????)????????????????????????? ?The Garden of
Earthly Delights (third panel) ???(Hieronymus Bosch)?????(1452~1516)? ??????? ??????(Jeffery Deaver)
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????
??HBO????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?The Cave
Paintings of Lascaux????????(LASCAUX )???????????????????????????????????? ?????? ??????(Joe R. Lansdale)
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????Hap and
Leonard??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?The
Haircut????????(Norman Rockwell)???20???????????????????????????(1894~1978)? ???????????? ?????(Gail Levin)
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?? ?Red Cannas????????(Georgia O’Keeffe)????????????20?????????(1887~1986)? ?Ampurdan ?????(Warren Moore)
???????????(Newberry College)????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????? ?The Pharmacist of Ampurdan Seeking Absolutely
Nothing ????????(Salvador Dali)??????????????(1904~1989)? ?????????????? ??????(David Morrell) ???????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????? ?Cypresses?????????(Vincent van Gogh)?????????(1853~1890)? ??????
?????????(Joyce Carol Oates) ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????? ?Les beaux jours?????(Balthus)???????????(1908~2001)? ???????????????
???????(Thomas Pluck) ??????????????????????????????????????????( ??????????????????)?????????????????????
?????????(??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????)???????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
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????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????www.thomaspluck.com? ?La V?rit?
sortant du puits??-??????(Jean L?on Gerome)??????????(1824~1904)? ??? J??(S. J. Rozan)
?????????????????????????????????????????(The Private Eye Writers of America)???????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????www.sjrozan.net? ?Under the Wave
off Kanagawa (Kanagawa oki nami ura),also known as the “Great Wave” ?????(Katsushika
Hokusai)??????????????(1760~1849)? ???? ???????????(Kristine Kathryn Rusch) ?????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????——?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????Kriswrites.com? ?The Thinker???(Auguste Rodin)??????(1840~1917)? ????? ????????(Jonathan Santlofer) ??????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????? ?The Empire of Light????????(Ren? Magritte)???????????(1898~1967)? ??????
???????(Justin Scott) ???????????????????????? ????? ??????????????????????????? ??????????? ????
??????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????? ?PH-129??????????(Clyfford Still)?????(1904~1980)? ??? ?????(Sarah Weinman) ?
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????Ecco ?????
?Nude in the Studio ????????????(Lilias Torrance Newton)??????(1896~1980)? ????? ???????(Lawrence Block) ??????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????? ?David??????(Michelangelo Buonarroti)???????(1475~1564)? ???????????
????????????????????????????????????????? ——?????? ????????????????????????????????? ?……????????????
——????? ????????????????????????????????????????????? ——??????
????????????????????????????????????????????? ——????? ??? ?? (??)?
From the acclaimed author of Atticus and Mariette in Ecstasy comes a stylish novel set in the hard-drinking, fast-living
New York City of the Jazz Age that follows two lovers in a torrid affair on an arc of murder and sexual self-destruction.
Based on a real case whose lurid details scandalized Americans in 1927 and sold millions of newspapers, acclaimed
novelist Ron Hansen’s latest work is a tour de force of erotic tension and looming violence. Trapped in a loveless
marriage, Ruth Snyder is a voluptuous, reckless, and altogether irresistible woman who wishes not only to escape her
husband but that he die—and the sooner the better. No less miserable in his own tedious marriage is Judd Gray, a dapper
corset-and-brassiere salesman who travels the Northeast peddling his wares. He meets Ruth in a Manhattan diner, and
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soon they are conducting a white-hot affair involving hotel rooms, secret letters, clandestine travels, and above all,
Ruth’s increasing insistence that Judd kill her husband. Could he do it? Would he? What follows is a thrilling exposition
of a murder plan, a police investigation, the lovers’ attempt to escape prosecution, and a final reckoning for both of them
that lays bare the horror and sorrow of what they have done. Dazzlingly well-written and artfully constructed, this
impossible-to-put-down story marks the return of an American master known for his elegant and vivid novels that cut
cleanly to the essence of the human heart, always and at once mysterious and filled with desire.
Suspecting that his errant son's death is murder instead of suicide, Colorado rancher Atticus Cody pursues his quest for
the truth.
A fictionalized portrait of the legendary outlaw Jesse James, his violent career, and his murderer, Robert Ford, in an epic
tale of the Old West
Gathers stories by Margaret Atwood, Raymond Carver, John Irving, Joyce Carol Oates, John Updike, and T.
Coraghessan Boyle
In the tradition of Flannery O'Connor and Andre Dubus, A Stay Against Confusion explores the role that religious belief
and literature play in one writer's life. All creative writing is, in the words of Robert Frost, "a stay against confusion." It
tries to find a harmony and order that we only fleetingly detect beneath the chaos of everyday life, and to point out
motivations and causalities in what seem to be random and often meaningless acts. Religion has also functioned in this
way for Ron Hansen, and it shares with literature both a reverence for mystery and the use of metaphor to communicate
another order that we will never fully perceive or comprehend. In this rich and deeply felt collection of essays, Hansen
talks about his novels, his childhood and family, and about such mentors as John Gardner. He explores prayer, stigmata,
twentieth-century martyrs, and the Eucharist. A profile of his grandfather, a "tough-as-nails, brook-no-guff Colorado
rancher," finds a place alongside a wonderfully informative portrait of Saint Ignatius of Loyola. A brilliant reading of a
story by Leo Tolstoy follows an appreciation of the poetry of Gerard Manley Hopkins. A surprisingly intimate book, A Stay
Against Confusion brings together the literary and religious impulses that inform the life of one of our most gifted fiction
writers.
Stories of the heartland by the National Book Award finalist and author of The Assassination of Jesse James by the
Coward Robert Ford. “Nebraska captures a rowdy, changing America. Written with wit and brawny lyricism, in voices
ranging from hip to tender, the stories gathered here are as diverse and expansive as the country they
celebrate...References to America’s heartland abound throughout the book and serve as a central metaphor for what’s
close to American hearts, what connects us: dreams, myths and possibilities as vast as the Great Plains. Wise and smartPage 9/11
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alecky, creaking with legend and crackling with modernisms, these tales are about American obsessions past and
present.” –The Washington Post Book World “Just as Raymond Carver came to be identified with a Pacific Northwest
populated by blue-collar workers, and just as Richard Ford has crafted a Montana full of drifters, so Ron Hansen has
carved out his own geographical niche. His Nebraska is a distinctive mix of 19th century settlers and 1980s
breadwinners, of sudden storms and life-long yearnings, of lost souls stranded in the middle of nowhere.” –USA Today
“Beautifully crafted stories... Wickedness, evil, malice is called by name; and for Hansen’s people the snake in the
garden never fails to appear.” —The New York Times “Breathtaking virtuosity...These short narratives are utterly clean
and smooth; they click together like a collection of river-washed stones that are each remarkably different yet polished by
the same hand.”—Publishers Weekly
Is God for real? Is there any meaning to life? These are the questions that urged a nine-year-old to start a quest that has
lasted over sixty-nine years. The journey goes from coast to coast and from border to border. The events run the gamut
of the last half of the previous century: racial prejudice, school integration, Vietnam debates, and the place of Christianity
in our sociopolitical society. The accounts describe facing violence without fear, and finding solutions to complex
problems. What is it like to raise a family in a parsonage? Raising a family anywhere is a challenge and a joy. Whether in
a parsonage or neighborhood household, having a faith to live by is a resource that makes the difference. What is
different about Journey to God? The approach is to use the experiences in our everyday life together and in language
anyone can understand. One does not have to be highly educated or have special spiritual experiences to discover how
the divine works in today's society. Journey to God demonstrates how an everyday person with everyday abilities can
experience a presence today that is usually reserved for the days of the Bible. While the characters in the Bible seem
bigger than life, one does not have to be bigger--one only has to be alive to experience the same sense of the divine
most assume exists only in the past.
Traditional Chinese edition of On Becoming a Novelist by John Gardner.
Ron Hansen's sense of religious vocation is the impetus for his "faith-inspired" fiction, and that vocation is clearly
discernible in the novels Mariette in ecstasy, Hitler's niece, and Atticus. Far from reticent about realities not often
confronted by pulpits - such as sexuality and incest - and serious about the matter of a father's love for his children,
Hansen delves particularly deeply into one or all of these issues in these novels. Hansen, with his Christian worldview,
bravely confronts the realities in a way that Christianity itself has failed to do. This thesis examines both the literary and
the theological merit of Hansen's faith-inspired fiction, which may well serve as a model for other writers of the genre.
A new novel from Ron Hansen, the award-winning author of The Assassination of Jesse James by the Coward Robert
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Ford, about an iconic American criminal of the old West: legendary outlaw, Billy the Kid. Born Henry McCarty, Billy the
Kid was a diminutive, charming, blond-haired young man who, growing up in New York, Kansas, and later New Mexico,
demonstrated a precocious dexterity at firing six-shooters with either hand a skill that both got him into and out of trouble
and that turned him into an American legend of the old West. He was smart, well-spoken, attractive to both white and
Mexican women, a good dancer, and a man with a nose for money, horses, and trouble. His spree of crimes and murders
has been immortalized in dime westerns, novels, and movies. But the whole story of his short, epically violent life has
never been told as it has been here. In The Kid, Ron Hansen showcases his masterful research and inimitable style as
he breathes life into history, bringing readers back into the late 1800s and into Billy s boyhood as a ranch hand just trying
to wrest a fortune from an unforgiving landscape. We are with Billy in every gunfight and horse theft and get to know him
in full before his grand death in a hail of bullets in 1881 at the age of twenty-one. Original, powerful, and swiftly told, The
Kid is an unforgettable read about a uniquely American anti-hero."
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